Exploiting the Marangoni Effect To Initiate Instabilities and Direct the Assembly of Liquid Metal Filaments
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ABSTRACT: Utilization of the Marangoni effect in a liquid metal is investigated, focusing on initiating instabilities to direct material assembly via the Rayleigh–Plateau instability. Thin (2 nm) copper (Cu) films are lithographically patterned onto thick (12 nm) nickel (Ni) strips to induce a surface energy gradient at the maximum wavelength of the filament instability predicted by Rayleigh–Plateau instability analysis. The pattern is irradiated with an 18 ns pulsed laser such that the pattern melts and the resultant Ni–Cu surface tension gradient induces Marangoni flows due to the difference in surface energies. The experimental results, supported by extensive direct numerical simulations, demonstrate that the Marangoni flow exceeds the capillary flow induced by the initial geometry, guiding instabilities such that final nanoparticle location is directed toward the regions of higher surface energy (Ni regions). Our work shows a route for manipulation, by means of the Marangoni effect, to direct the evolution of the surface instabilities and the resulting pattern formation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Harnessing various intrinsic material properties and forces to achieve a directed assembly of nanostructures is one of the grand challenges of materials synthesis. Among the forces that are operative for materials assembly are those due to the Marangoni effect, material transport in response to a surface energy gradient. While classically observed in “wine tears”,1,2 Marangoni effects have seldom been exploited to direct materials assembly. Only recently have researchers demonstrated directed assembly of thin polymer films via photochemical patterning of the surface energy and photothermally generated surface energy gradients.3–6 Of particular relevance to this paper, Bennett et al.7 modeled Marangoni flow and resultant morphology in pulsed laser-treated Fe–P magnetic disk drives. Both thermocapillary forces induced by the pulsed laser profile and so-called chemocapillary forces induced by preferential phosphorus evaporation were considered. The resultant laser fluence-dependent morphologies could be accounted for via the combined thermocapillary and chemocapillary forces. In our work, we show how to guide surface instabilities using Marangoni effects due to the variation of material composition at the interface. The physical experiments are augmented by three-dimensional volume-of-fluid (VOF)-based simulations to provide a quantitative understanding of the Marangoni-induced mass transport at the interface.

Assembled metallic nanostructures have many applications, including photovoltaics,8,9 enhanced Raman spectroscopy,10 catalysis,11 photonics,12 plasmonics,13 and spintronics.14,15 Additionally, they are utilized in biodiagnostics where nanoparticle-based detection methods depend on coordination, size, and spacing.16,17 Recently, pulsed laser-induced dewetting (PLiD) has been used in the self-assembly of metallic nanoparticles on a substrate.18 In PLiD a thin film of metal is exposed to a 10–20 ns pulsed laser, sufficient to melt the metal on the time scale of 1 ns to tens of nanoseconds.19 During the liquid lifetime extended thin films18 or thin film strips/rings20 undergo instabilities, and the resultant metallic nanoparticle assemblages possess correlated length scales. As we (and others) have shown, the natural spinodal instability (for 2-dimensional thin films) and Rayleigh–Plateau (RP) instability (for filaments) lead to dispersion in the particle size and spacing. Our focus is on understanding these fundamental instabilities and the governing hydrodynamics, and we explore ways to direct assembly for precise particle size and spacing to enable advanced functional nanoparticle arrays.

Directed assembly of liquid metal filaments has also been achieved by lithographically patterning sinusoidal perturbations
along the length of thin film strips (TFS). Additionally, two-dimensional ordered arrays have been achieved by imposing perturbations in the thickness dimension via a 2-step thin film patterning process. We explore a new approach, based on manipulating the surface energy along the length of a liquid metal film during PLID. The surface energy gradient leads to the transport of fluid from the regions of low surface energy to the regions of high surface energy as a result of the Marangoni effect. Our numerical simulations permit direct observation and characterization of flow, showing that the Marangoni effect due to the surface energy difference between Cu and Ni is initially the dominant force in driving the flow that controls the final location of the resulting nanoparticles. Since Cu has a lower surface energy than Ni we show that material flows toward the Ni region despite the competing effect caused by the capillary forces due to the initial geometry.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

To explore the composition-driven Marangoni flows we pattern thin rectangles of Cu on top of TFS of Ni, which are patterned on a thermally insulating supporting substrate of 100 nm SiO$_2$ on Si. The Ni–Cu system is chosen since it is an isomorphous system with complete solubility in the solid and liquid state; thus, secondary phase formation and reactions do not complicate the physics or mass transport. To achieve the Ni–Cu patterns a multiprocess electron beam lithography approach is used, utilizing a positive tone resist, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), and an e-beam current density of 900–1000 μC/cm$^2$. After resist development 12 ± 1 nm of Ni is deposited by dc magnetron sputtering. The pattern is then formed by standard lift-off procedures to generate the underlying Ni TFS, with widths of 185 and 370 nm. The nanofabrication steps are repeated to pattern 2 ± 1 nm thick Cu rectangular areas on top of the Ni. The spacing of the top Cu “perturbation” corresponds to the fastest growing wavelength predicted by the (linear) RP stability analysis, and the extent of the perturbation is one-half of the wavelength. According to RP analysis the stability of a jet is determined by its radius, $R$, such that the modes $k$ for which $kR < 1$ are unstable and the modes for which $kR > 1$ are stable. Here, $k$ is the wavenumber related to the perturbation wavelength by $k = 2π/λ$. The fastest growing mode corresponds to $kR ≈ 0.7$. In the context of a TFS on the substrate, $R$ corresponds to the radius of the filament of the same cross-sectional area as a TFS of thickness $h$, width $w$, and equilibrium contact angle $θ$; more precisely, $R = hw(\sqrt{θ - \sin θ \cos θ})$. At the filament thickness of $h = 12$ nm and the equilibrium contact angle of Ni in contact with SiO$_2$ of $θ ≈ 69°$, the radius of the filament is $R = 51$ and 71 nm for widths $w = 185$ and 370 nm, respectively. Hence, the fastest growing instability wavelengths in the experiments, $λ_{max} = 2π/κ_{max}$, are 455 and 634 nm for $w = 185$ and 370 nm, respectively.

For comparison, each experiment includes a nonperturbed Ni TFS and a Ni TFS with a colinear Cu TFS with one-half of the Ni width patterned on it, equal to the same Cu volume per unit length as the spaced perturbation sample. Figure 1a is an illustration of the experimental setup and geometry. Figure 1b is a representative SEM image of a fabricated sample which shows (top-to-bottom) (i) pure Ni TFS, (ii) colinear Ni–Cu TFS, and (iii and iv) two Ni–Cu TFS with patterned Cu rectangular perturbations, one of which is simply phase shifted by one-half a wavelength relative to the other. Note that the Cu volume for ii is the same as that for iii and iv, since the Cu in ii is the full length of the Ni TFS but one-half the width, whereas the Cu in iii and iv is the full width of the Ni TFS but one-half of the total length. The differences in the results between i and iv will enable analyzing the Marangoni effect and its influence on instability development. Conveniently, there is adequate contrast in the secondary electron coefficients of Cu and Ni; the Cu appears darker and the Ni brighter in the as-synthesized patterned strips as evidenced in the secondary electron image, Figure 1b.

A krypton fluoride (KrF) excimer laser, wavelength 248 nm, energy range 250 ± 10 mJ·cm$^{-2}$, and pulse width of 18 ± 2 ns fwhm, is used for PLID. The liquid lifetime is dependent on the energy fluence delivered by a laser pulse and the thermal and optical properties of the Ni, the supporting SiO$_2$ layer, and the underlying Si substrate. The area of the laser spot is ~1 cm$^2$, which is much larger than the ~1 mm$^2$ area containing the patterned samples, thus ensuring a homogeneous fluence. Our simplified one-dimensional numerical simulation of the temperature of a 12 and 14 nm Ni TFS supported on 100 nm SiO$_2$ on Si and exposed to one laser pulse, at a fluence of 250 mJ·cm$^{-2}$, reveals a 20 ns liquid lifetime and an average liquid metal temperature of 2313 and 2350 K, respectively. The thin Cu pattern is also suspected to result in a slightly higher temperature and thus induce a small additional thermocapillary force. Future work will explore this effect, which is ignored in the present paper. Due to the finite liquid lifetime per laser pulse and rapid cooling, a series of individual laser pulses can be used to control the instability evolution and interrogate morphological changes of the liquid filament.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The experimental results are supported by direct numerical simulations based on a volume-of-fluid (VOF) method. The liquid metal filament is modeled as an isothermal, incompressible Newtonian fluid using the Navier–Stokes equations

$$\frac{D\mathbf{u}}{Dt} = -\nabla p + \nabla \cdot (\mu(\nabla \mathbf{u} + (\nabla \mathbf{u})^T)) + \kappa \delta n + \nabla \sigma$$

(1)

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0$$

(2)

where $D/Dt$ is the material derivative, velocity field $\mathbf{u} = (u,v,w)$, pressure $p$, curvature of the fluid–vapor interface $\kappa$, and the normal vector at the fluid–vapor interface $\delta n$, where $\delta$ is the surface delta function. The term $\nabla \sigma$ represents the surface gradient of the surface energy, which depends on the concentration of Ni and Cu at the interface; the alloy composition value of surface energy is defined as the weighted algebraic average of the pure material surface energies, given below. The material species are advected with the flow according to $Dci/Dt = 0$, where $c_i$ is the material concentration and $i = Cu, Ni$. Since advection is expected to be dominant, as discussed further below, we do not consider diffusive effects. The concentrations are initialized according to the experimental geometry. In order to model the fluctuations existing in fabrication of the experimental initial geometry we perturb the initial height of the filament by random noise of the form $h_i = \sum_{2}^{N} a_i \cos(2πw/\lambda_{max})$ with a constraint that $|h_i| < 1$ nm, $a_i$ are random amplitudes taken from a uniform distribution, and $N = 125$. We show the results for four realizations of random noise. In the simulations, due to the limitations of the present simulation setup, we use a contact angle of $90°$, resulting in $R$ smaller compared to the experimental setup, i.e., $R = 37.6$ and 53.2 nm for filament widths of $w = 185$ and 370 nm, respectively. Hence, the spacing of the Cu perturbations in the simulations corresponds to the fastest growing mode $\lambda_{max} = 340$ and 477 nm for $w = 185$ and 370 nm, respectively.
The boundary condition for the in-plane velocities on the substrate is the Navier-slip boundary condition \((u_{w})_{|\gamma} = \beta \dot{\gamma} (u_{w})_{|\normal}\) where \((u_{w})\) are the in-plane components of the velocity and \(\dot{\gamma}\) is the slip length; note, \(y\) points out of the plane of the substrate and \(x\) along the filament.\(^{29}\)

The equations are solved using the open source flow solver Gerris\(^{30}\) with interface tracking based on the VOF method, extended with the computations of the surface gradients of the surface tension at the interface, \(\nabla\sigma\).\(^{23}\) The interface is tracked implicitly by introducing a volume fraction function, \(\chi\), which gives the fraction of the liquid phase in each computational cell. The viscosity, \(\mu\), density, \(\rho\), and volume fraction function, \(\chi\), depend on the volume fraction by \(\mu = \chi \mu_l + (1 - \chi) \mu_v\) and \(\rho = \chi \rho_l + (1 - \chi) \rho_v\), where the subscripts \(l\) and \(v\) denote the liquid and vapor phases. For computational efficiency and to minimize the effects of the surrounding vapor (i.e., air), we set \(\mu_v = \mu_l/20\) and \(\rho_v = \rho_l/20\); the factor of 20 is sufficiently large to ensure that its exact value is not important. To confirm that this is the case, we carried out additional simulations with the factor of 100 and found that the only effect of this larger value is slightly faster \((1 - 2\text{ ns})\) breakup. Furthermore, we assume the values of \(\rho_l\) and \(\mu_l\) that of Ni at the melting temperature for both the Cu and Ni regions. The spatial discretization is accomplished using an adaptive mesh, with the resolution close to the fluid–vapor interface being \(\sim 1.5\text{ nm}\).

Before closing this section, we briefly comment on the relative importance of diffusive and advective effects. An extrapolation of the Cu self-diffusion coefficient \((D)\) at the Ni melting temperature results in a diffusion coefficient of \(\sim 6 \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}\).\(^{31}\) Thus an estimate of the diffusion distance, \(4Dt^{1/2}\), where \(t\) is the liquid lifetime and \(D\) is assumed to be constant at the Ni melting temperature, yields \(\sim 22\text{ nm}\). The results of simulations show that advection leads to complete coverage by Cu (therefore, Cu covers the distance of \(\sim 100\text{ nm}\) in approximately 1/3 of the liquid lifetime. We conclude that advection effects are dominant, justifying ignoring diffusive effects in the simulation results that follow. The fact that the time scale of relevance to convective effects is short compared to the liquid lifetime suggests that the Marangoni effect is considerable, particularly during the beginning of the first laser pulse by “kick starting” the instability development.

**IV. RESULTS**

Before presenting the experimental and simulation results for the patterned Ni–Cu setup it is instructive to first illustrate the geometric influence that 2 nm of additional Ni material has on instability evolution and final nanoparticle placement. Figure 2 shows a simulation of a Ni TFS with \(w = 185\text{ nm}\), \(h = 12\text{ nm}\), and an additional 2 nm of Ni patterned on top of the TFS length at a perturbation spacing corresponding to the fastest growing simulation wavelength, \(\lambda_{mse}\). The material parameters for density, viscosity, and surface energy are those at the Ni melting temperature \((1728\text{ K})\), 7810 kg m\(^{-3}\), 4.9 mPa s, and 1.78 N m\(^{-1}\), respectively. The following purely geometric effects are observed: (1) following the melting by the laser, patterned 2 nm regions generate peaks in the height profile and troughs in the unpatterned regions, producing a filament height perturbation; (2) as the filament evolves, the troughs propagate toward the substrate since the wavelengths are unstable with respect to RP type of instability; (3) eventually the filament breaks up and the resultant nanoparticles are positioned at the peak locations where the original 2 nm of additional Ni material was patterned. We note formation of small secondary (satellite) drops between the large primary ones; we will discuss this finding in more detail later in the text.

With this context, we demonstrate that patterned Ni–Cu setups evolve quite differently due to the Marangoni effect. The surface energy of Cu at the Ni melting temperature \((1.24\text{ N} \cdot \text{m}^{-1})\)\(^{32}\) is lower than that of Ni \((1.77\text{ N} \cdot \text{m}^{-1})\),\(^{33,34}\) a difference of 0.53 N m\(^{-1}\). Thus, during PLiD, if the Marangoni effect is operative and dominant it should induce material flow from the thicker patterned Cu region to the adjacent Ni region and ultimately generate a surface perturbation such that the resultant nanoparticles are located in the initially thinner Ni-only regions.

Figure 3 shows the results for the TFS geometry with \(w = 185\text{ nm}\); Figure 3a shows the overlay of the original pattern and the location of the patterned Cu and is added for clarity.

**Figure 3.** Experimental PLiD results for the Ni–Cu TFS geometry, 185 nm in width and 12 nm thick, after (a) one and (b) five lasers pulses at a fluence of 250 mJ cm\(^{-2}\): (i) pure Ni TFS, (ii) colinear Ni–Cu TFS, 2 nm thick Cu and 93 nm in width; (iii and iv) Ni–Cu TFS geometries with patterned Cu rectangular perturbations, 2 nm thick, 224 nm in length, with a wavelength of 455 nm, that of the fastest growing instability, and the pattern in iv is shifted relative to iii by one-half a pattern wavelength—the dashes under strips iii and iv indicate the location of the patterned Cu and is added for clarity.
pattern inversion occurred in iii and iv for the patterned Cu perturbations geometries, whereas the instability development is much slower for the pure Ni TFS (i) and the colinear Ni−Cu strip (ii). The five laser pulse image in Figure 3b (iii and iv) shows that the perturbations have grown until pinch off and nanoparticle formation occurs, with very good spatial fidelity corresponding to the original Ni-only regions. Interestingly, breakup occurs randomly and at longer wavelengths in ii, and little if any instability growth is observed in i, where contraction of the filament can be observed instead (see Diez et al.). Particle spacing in i and ii was expected to mimic the RP instability dispersion curve for Ni and Ni−Cu filaments suspended on SiO₂.

Spatial correlation analysis of Figure 3a (iii and iv) reveals a wavelength of 446 nm, which is very close to the patterned target of 455 nm. Analyses of the location of the nanoparticles using a spatial correlation function shows a dominant particle−particle spacing of 475 nm, which is also in good agreement with the patterned Cu perturbation spacing. Some particle shifting is observed which is likely due to small inconsistencies in the pinch-off time and subsequent transport along the axial direction and toward any regions not yet pinched off. A similar coarsening was observed in simulations and experiments of Cu rings on SiO₂. Additional supporting experimental results for a 370 nm width Ni−Cu TFS sample can be found in the Supporting Information.

We next present the results of numerical simulations. Figure 4 illustrates the time evolution of a Ni−Cu TFS geometry with w = 185 nm and Cu perturbations corresponding to setups iii and iv shown in Figure 2. TFS spacing corresponds to λₘ,s found in simulations (as a reminder, since simulations use a 90° contact angle, λₘ = 340 nm). Figure 4a shows the evolution of four filaments with random noise. Figure 4b shows the close up of the simulation over one wavelength of the perturbation; the colors represent the concentration of Cu at the interface. The vector field represents the fluid velocity field at the cross section along the axis of symmetry of the filament. At t = 2 ns we can see from the velocity field that the Marangoni effect drives the fluid away from the Cu regions toward the adjacent Ni areas. At t = 4 ns the perturbation locations are clearly inverting to the Ni regions. The filament continues to evolve with time, driven by the RP instability, eventually breaking into nanoparticles.

As noted previously, one feature of the simulation results is the formation of small secondary (satellite) particles that form in between the large primary ones, see Figures 2 and 4. While secondary particles could also be seen in the experimental images, in particular, Figure 3b (ii−iv), the appearance and placement of secondary particles are much more regular in the simulations. We previously investigated hierarchical secondary (and tertiary) particle formation for geometrically defined sinusoidal perturbations. The mechanisms leading to secondary particles for the Marangoni-induced perturbations are not yet known, and we leave further discussion of this issue to future work.

To explore the effect that the pattern wavelength has on the pattern formation a variety of wavelengths were patterned, including the ones characterized by positive growth rates (unstable) and negative growth rates (stable). Table 1 lists the relevant wavelengths, and Figure 5a−e illustrates the series of as-synthesized TFS, and resultant pattern formation after a
single laser pulse is given in Figure 5f−j. As commented, the instability growth rate increases for \( kR \) values of 0.2−0.7, peaking at 0.7, and then decreasing for 0.9 (which is comparable to 0.4), followed by 1.1 that is stable. After 1 laser pulse, the filament geometry has been “frozen” in, but careful examination of the perturbations that have developed along the filaments reveal interesting information about the perturbation growth rates. To better illustrate the perturbation evolution Figure 5k−o gives cropped and magnified images of the bottom filament (denoted by the dashed box) in images Figure 5f−j, respectively.

As can be seen in Figure 5f−j, the amplitudes of the resultant instabilities are consistent with the expected instability growth rates. First, the peak growth rate of \( kR = 0.7 \) appears to have the highest amplitude. Second, the roughly equivalent \( kR = 0.4 \) and 0.9 growth rates have lower amplitudes but reproduce the periodicity of the patterned Cu. The slow developing unstable growth rate \( kR = 0.2 \) pattern has disperse varicose perturbation wavelength distribution and not representative of the original large wavelength values. Finally, the stable \( kR = 1.1 \) pattern does seem to form perturbations at the unstable wavelength, with an albeit very small amplitude. Interestingly, after 5 pulses (see Supporting Information) these perturbations appear to have not grown or possibly decayed which is consistent with our previous studies using geometrically patterned sinusoidal perturbations.21,23

Table 1. Stability Properties as the Wavelength of Perturbation Is Varied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( kR )</th>
<th>wavelength (( \lambda )) (nm)</th>
<th>comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1587</td>
<td>smallest unstable growth rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>794</td>
<td>similar growth rate as ( kR = 0.9 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>max growth rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>similar growth rate as ( kR = 0.4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>stable wavelength</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimated \( R \) of 185 nm wide and 12 nm thick filament radius = 51 nm.

To conclude this section, we also consider in the VOF simulations the setup that should be stable with respect to the RP type of instability. Figure 6 shows a filament evolution, width \( w = 185 \) nm and Cu perturbation spacing of 182 nm, corresponding to \( kR = 1.1 \). At \( t = 5 \) ns we can see the emergence of the inverted perturbation forming, which is consistent with the Marangoni-induced transport of material from the Cu to the Ni regions. However, at longer times (15 ns) this initial perturbation decays and new longer wavelengths have formed, consistent with the RP stability criteria. Eventually the filament breaks into nanoparticles with two primary nanoparticles per computational domain, corresponding to a spacing of 364 nm. Therefore, as expected, perturbing TFS with wavelengths that are stable with respect to the RP stability analysis does not lead to the formation of particle assemblies conforming to the wavelength of imposed perturbations.

Figure 5. Scanning electron micrograph of as-synthesized (a−e) and after a single laser pulse (f−j) pattern with various wavelengths with different RP instability growth rates. (k−o) Cropped and magnified images of the bottom filament (note dashed regions) in f−j and correspond to \( kR \) values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1, respectively (see Table 1).

Figure 6. Ni−Cu TFS geometry simulation snapshots; underlying Ni TFS is 12 nm thick and 185 nm in width, Cu perturbations are 2 nm thick, 91 nm in length with a wavelength of 182 nm, which is a stable filament wavelength according to RP analysis. Note that the final particle distribution differs from the imposed pattern.
V. SUMMARY
To date, the directed assembly of metallic nanostructures using PLID has focused on imparting instabilities by lithographically patterning geometric perturbations to direct the ordering of resultant nanoparticles. Here we investigate a new approach to imparting instabilities by templating the surface energy by selectively patterning the surface of Ni thin films strips with Cu, where the patterning length scales were selected as the wavelengths of maximum growth rate predicted by the Rayleigh–Plateau stability analysis. Experimental results are confirmed and rationalized via fully nonlinear 3D simulations using a VOIF method that includes the spatially varying surface energy. The patterned Cu regions have a lower surface energy than the Ni regions and induce Marangoni flow. Future work will explore applications of a similar approach to directed assembly for other relevant geometries.
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Two additional experimental results: Ni–Cu TFS geometry, 12 nm thick, width \( w = 370 \text{ nm} \), Cu patterned at fastest growth rate wavelength 634 nm, single laser pulse 250 mJ·cm\(^{-2}\); Ni–Cu TFS geometry, 12 nm thick, width \( w = 185 \text{ nm} \), Cu patterned at stable wavelength 289 nm, single laser pulse 250 mJ·cm\(^{-2}\) (PDF)
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